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ABSTRACT Objective: Quantifying muscle tone is often based on a tester’s subjective judgment in
clinical settings. There is, however, a lack of suitable tools that can be used to objectively assess muscle
tone. This study thus introduces a reliable, clinically-feasible device, called the Arm Circumference Motor
Evaluation System (ACMES), for quantifying the muscle tone of upper limbs without using mechanical
torque transducers. Methods: While the ACMES conducts continuously passive arm circumduction motions,
the voltage and current of the driving motor is transduced into torque values via a least square approximation.
A torque sensor and springs with different spring constants were used for the validity and reliability test in
the first part of this study. Fifteen healthy adults and two patients who had experienced a stroke participated
in the second part, which was a clinical experiment used to examine the in-vivo test-retest reliability and to
explore the inspection differences between healthy and patient participants. Results: The results showed that
the ACMES has high validity (R2:∼0.99) and reliability (R2: 0.96∼0.99). The reliability of the ACMES used
on human subjects was acceptable (R2: 0.83∼0.85). The various muscle tone patterns could be found among
healthy and stroke subjects via the ACMES. Conclusion: Clinically, abnormal muscle tone, which seriously
affects motion performance, will be found in many diagnoses, such as stroke or cerebral palsy. However,
objectively and feasibly measuring abnormal tone in modern clinical settings is still a challenging task. Thus,
the ACMES was developed and tested to verify its feasibility as a measurement system for detecting the
mechanical torque associated with muscle tone.

INDEX TERMS Muscle tone, spasticity, upper limb, stroke, indirect measurement.

Clinical and Translational Impact Statement—The ACMES, a clinically-feasible device, was developed
and tested to identify its feasibility as a measurement system for detecting the mechanical torque associated
with muscle tone in clinical settings.

I. INTRODUCTION
Muscle tone abnormalities are commonly seen in patients
with upper motor neuron lesions, including patients having
experienced a stroke and those with multiple sclerosis, cere-
bral palsy, traumatic brain injury, etc. Abnormal muscle tone
may consist of decreased or increased muscle tone, which is
called hypotonia and hypertonia, respectively [1], [2]. Both

flaccid hypotonic muscle and spastic hypertonic muscle may
cause movement deficiencies and subsequently interfere with
carrying out daily tasks. Muscle spasticity is one of the major
problems for stroke patients. The prevalence of spasticity has
been reported in 19% to 42.6% of stroke patients [3]–[5]. For
clinicians, the treatment of abnormal muscle tone remains an
important issue [6]–[8].
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Assessments of tone abnormalities have been ongoing for
approximately six to seven decades. The Modified Ashworth
Scale (MAS) and Modified Tardieu Scale (MTS) are two
common assessments that have been widely used clinically to
classify abnormal muscle tone into different levels or degrees
of severity [9]–[11]. However, the use of these methods to
determine abnormal muscle tone relies heavily on subjective
experience and judgments made by clinicians [11], [13]. The
general idea of using these two scales to measure muscle
tone is that clinicians use the naked eye or a goniometer
to judge the angle of the joint; meanwhile, they manually
stretch or bend the subject’s joint quickly to induce abnormal
muscle tone. A previous study noted that the degree of muscle
spasticity in stroke and Parkinsonian patients is related to
the stretch speed, where a higher stretch speed may induce
more muscle recoiling resistance [12]. However, there are
no standard rules for clinicians to follow when attempting to
control the speed of the quick-stretch technique.

Several reports have thus mentioned the inadequate reli-
ability and validity of these techniques to represent either
hypotonic or hypertonic conditions of patients after a
stroke [11], [13]–[16]. Based on these drawbacks and a lack
of objective quantification of muscle tone, in some former
studies, attempts were made to use a motor or robot in con-
junction with a torque transducer or electromyograph (EMG)
to guide the target joint and limb movements directly and
then to measure the triggered spasticity. In several works,
servomotors or linear motors were used to guide elbow or
wrist joint movements and trigger spasticity. They simulta-
neously recorded the velocity or position of the joint and the
joint reflex torque as well, which was used for quantifying
muscle tone based on the difference in the measured torque
from the baseline torque [12], [17]–[20]. Some other studies
utilized the Biodex Rehabilitation/Testing System or custom
measuring systems incorporating EMG or force transducers
by actively or passively guiding the limb via clinicians or
machines to induce abnormal muscle tone and then quan-
tify it, especially with a focus on determining the level of
spasticity [10], [21]–[27]. Inconsistent results between the
measured torque and MAS were found among some of these
previous reports. Starsky et al. [25] found that the peak
torque, peak joint stiffness, and onset angle of the reflex
torque of the elbow joint correlated well with the Ashworth
Scale; however, the results in Alibiglou’s report showed that
the correlations between reflex slope and the MAS score of
both ankle and elbow joints were low [10].

Some of the strengths and disadvantages of the different
methods proposed in the above-mentioned works used to
either quantify or classify muscle tone abnormalities have
also been a topic of debate in the literature. However, the
fact is that none of these assessments has been truly adopted
in actual clinical practice. Up to the present time, conven-
tional manual tests such as MAS or MTS are still commonly
utilized and subjectively interpreted by clinicians. The inter-
rater reliability of these two scales has been ranked as poor

to moderate (MAS κ = 0.16-0.42; MTS κ = 0.29-0.53),
which indicates the existence of measurement bias during
the tests [11]. Robotic measurement can lead to obtaining
more accurate muscle tone data, but the high cost of the
system makes it difficult to make use of in actual clinical
settings. The general goal of this study is thus to design a
novel, clinically-feasible, reliable assessment device used for
quantifying the muscle tone of the upper limb without using
mechanical torque transducers.

An intuitive way to quantify torque is the use of torque
sensors. The high price of a stable and accurate non-contact
torque transducer embedded in the device for medical uses
may limit generalization to clinical settings. Using an indirect
measurement method to measure torque may improve this
limitation. Generally, the concept of the indirectmeasurement
method is collecting the input data and transforming it into
pseudo-mechanical data without using a load cell or a torque
sensor to detect the actual output mechanical data. An indirect
measurement method causes the actuator to become a sensor
through the use of a transduction matrix used to convert the
input current and voltage into outputted mechanical kinetic
data. Previous researchers have used this method to obtain
a good match between the finite element results and the
measured results when testing the impedance of a cantilever
beam [28], [29]. When an impedance sensor is not used, the
reduced weight of the whole device may lead to a more pre-
cise result. Fu, Ling and Tseng [30] used the indirect method
to detect drilling damagewithout using a torque sensor, where
the cost of the hardware was shown to be lower.

Therefore, this research group established a customized
Arm Circumference Motor Evaluation System (ACMES)
based on indirect measurement methods that require less
space and less structural complexity than other alternatives.
For the purpose of clinical applications, a high-speed mode
is needed to induce muscle spasticity in a stroke patient.
Therefore, the ACMES allows continuous arm circumduction
motion at three speeds (high/medium/low), where the voltage
and the current are recorded and transduced into torque values
via a least square approximation. Tomeasure the applicability
of this novel device, validity and reliability tests of the system
were conducted. To determine the applicability of the device
for use in humans, a reliability test was also conducted. This
study also was an attempt to investigate differences in the
characteristics of the muscle tone of upper extremities in
healthy participants and stroke patients via the use of this
novel device to ensure the system will be suitable for specific
clinical applications.

The following hypotheses were proposed as follows: In
terms of stability and the applicability of ACMES, (i) the con-
current validity between the transduction mechanical torque
and measured mechanical torque will be greater than 0.9,
and (ii) the test-retest reliability with the mechanical spring
test will be greater than 0.9. To determine the applicability
of ACMES applied on human subjects, (iii) the test-retest
reliability will be greater than 0.75.
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FIGURE 1. The design of the Arm Circumference Motor Evaluation System
(ACMES). Fig. 1(a). & Fig. 1(b). show the initial position (0◦) of each trial.
Fig. 1(c). shows a side view of the mechanism. The frame on which all the
components are mounted is shown in gray. (A) a disk, (B) couplings,
(C) torque transducer. (D) encoder, (E) reducer, (F) motor, (G) handle.

II. METHODOLOGY
A. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ARM CIRCUMFERENCE
MOTOR EVALUATION SYSTEM (ACMES)
In this section, the development of the ACMES is described,
including the hardware design and the embedding of the
indirect measurement method into the system. The validity
and reliability are established via a mechanical spring model
test and human in vivo experiments, respectively.

B. THE ARM CIRCUMFERENCE MOTOR EVALUATION
SYSTEM (ACMES)
The ACMES contains two parts, a mechatronic platform and
a control system. The mechatronic platform includes an alu-
minum disk with a diameter of 50 cm, a handgrip, a forearm
support, and a columnar box embedded with a motor and
measurement units (Fig. 1). The disk itself has several holes
arranged from the farthest away to the nearest to the center
of the disk. The handgrip can be plugged into a specific hole
to fit the subject’s arm length when they grasp the handgrip.
The horizontal distance from the center of the subject’s trunk
to the center of the disk is approximately 40 cm to ensure
that the subject can remain comfortably seated. The control
system includes a personal computer, a data acquisition card,
a hall sensor, and a power supply.

The Arm Circumference Motor Evaluation System
(ACMES) uses the indirect torque measurement method to
assess the characteristics of upper limbs. This device uses
a DC motor (2542G, TOKUSHU DENSO, Tokyo, Japan)
and a reducer (SHG-20-50-2SO, Harmonic Drive, USA) to
drive a disk with a handle that includes a forearm support and
a handgrip. The handle can be used to guide the subject’s
limb in a circular trajectory at different speeds and direc-
tions. To prove the validity of the system, a torque trans-
ducer TRS600 (FUTEK, California, USA) and an encoder

FIGURE 2. The mechanism of the transduction matrix of the device.

HTR-HM-15-2500 (HONTKO, Taiwan, ROC) are used to
measure the outputted mechanical torque and the angular
velocity of the disk. A hall sensor CX-10 (NANA Engineer-
ing, Tokyo, Japan) is used tomeasure the input current. A data
acquisition card NI PCI-4462 (NI, Texas, USA) is used to
record the input voltage, current, torque, and data from the
encoder. A power supply IT-6822 (ITECH, Jiangsu, China)
is used to provide the power to drive the motor at different
disk rotation speeds and is controlled using a customized
program. The system was equipped with two safety devices.
If the torque value reaches the set value, the motor will be
automatically cut off. If the stop button is pressed, the power
to the motor will also be ceased.

C. TRANSDUCTION MATRIX OF THE DEVICE
The operational mechanism of the developed device can be
simplified in the form of the block diagram shown in Figure 2.
The input voltage and current go through the motor and con-
vert into torque and angular velocity. The torque and angular
velocity then go through the reducer and a tool (the disk and
the handle) and become an acceptable torque and angular
velocity for a human subject. The block diagram is shown
in the form of a transduction matrix (Fig. 2)

In Equation (1), the TMs in the matrix are elements of
the system, which can be found by using either theoretical
derivations or experiments. For a linear system, the transduc-
tion matrix can be found using multiple different transduction
matrices in all parts. [TMij]motor is the transduction matrix
of the motor; [TMij]reducer is the transduction matrix for the
reducer, and [TMij]tool is the transduction matrix for the
disk and the handle. All these matrices can be combined
into a system transduction matrix [TMij]system, as shown in
Equation (2), where E is the input voltage; i is the input
current; T is the output torque, and ω is the output angular
velocity [30], [31].

E
i
=

[
TM11 TM12
TM21 TM22

]
motor

[
TM11 TM12
TM21 TM22

]
reducer

×

[
TM11 TM12
TM21 TM22

]
tool

T
ω

(1)

E
i
=

[
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TM21 TM22

]
system

T
ω

(2)

The least-square approximation method was used to find
the transduction matrix for the specific setting used in this
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FIGURE 3. The settings for the validity test. A spring was hung on the
ACMES with a metal bracket for the purpose of simulating the upper arm
motion in human participants using the ACMES.

study, where the voltage, current, corresponding torque, and
the corresponding angular velocity collected from the spring
and human experiments were used to find the optimal trans-
duction matrix.

D. VALIDITY OF THE SYSTEM
To establish the concurrent validity of the ACMES, a torque
sensor was embedded into the system. Themeasuredmechan-
ical torque data collected via the torque sensor, as well as the
transduction mechanical torque data collected and converted
from the current data and the motor voltage, were recorded
simultaneously during the trial. To simulate human muscle,
three springs with different k values (Spring1 = 46.2 N/m,
Spring2 = 60.9 N/m, and Spring3 = 273.4 N/m) were used
to simulate the three different levels of spasticity during the
trials. The settings for the validity test are shown in Figure 3.
The spring was fixed at both ends with a bearing and then
hooked on the bearing with an S-shaped hook. Amotor inside
the ACMES drove the disk to do the rotation and stretch the
spring. The disk completed 15 rotations for each trial. The
data from the middle five rotations were recorded. There was
a total of six trials in two directions (clockwise and coun-
terclockwise) and three speeds (high= 170 deg/s, medium=
105 deg/s, and low= 40 deg/s). The speed was selected based
on a pilot test to determine the most acceptable speed for both
the healthy participants and the stroke patients. The high-
speed value was chosen based on the findings of previous
studies measuring single joint spasticity [12], [19], [25], [32].
The data from the torque sensor was used as the gold standard.

E. RELIABILITY TEST OF THE SYSTEM
To investigate the test-retest reliability of the ACMES, three
springs were also used for the purpose of simulating human
muscle at different levels of spasticity. The disk was set to
complete 15 rotations for each trial. The data from the middle
five rotations were recorded.

There were a total of six different conditions with two
directions and three speeds. Each condition was repeated
three times to investigate the test-retest reliability, where the
springs were unmounted and mounted to the disk between
three times. A total of 18 trials were carried out to determine
the test-retest reliability. The order of the three speed modes
and two directions was randomized.

The setting of the reliability test was similar to that used
for the validity test but did not incorporate the data from the
torque sensor.

F. CLINICAL EXPERIMENT PROCESSES
AND DATA ACQUISITION
The participants in this study comprised 15 healthy adults
ranging in age from 23 to 35 years and two stroke patients.
All healthy participants were right-handed. The MAS scores
of the patients ranged from 0 to 3 points (Patient A,
elbow flexion/extension: 2/2, wrist flexion/extension: 3/3;
Patient B, elbow flexion/extension: 2/1, wrist flexion/
extension: 2/0), and the affected hand was the right hand.

Each participant was asked to sit in front of the ACMES
and passively grasp the target stick with the dominant hand
or involved hand on a forearm support with the hand wrapped
around it with a bandage to ensure the hand and forearm
remained stable during the trial. All participants were asked
not to actively exert strength on any part of the upper limb
during the test. A seat belt system was also applied to fasten
the trunk during the trial to avoid any effects from com-
pensatory posture. The ACMES drove the disk to guide the
participant’s hand and upper limb to do the circular motions.
While the disk rotated, the wrist, elbow, and shoulder were
all driven to allow the upper limb to complete the circular
motions. In real human motion, a functional movement is
usually accomplished by more than one joint. Compared to
MAS or MTS, which can only assess one joint at a time,
the design of the ACMES allows the clinician to assess the
motor patternmore functionally bymeasuring themechanical
torque driven by multiple joint motions.

The ACMES provided three trials at three-speed levels in a
clockwise direction. The order of the trial speed in the human
subject tests moved from the low speed to the high speed
due to the fact that a rapid change in the muscle length may
potentially induce a muscle stretch reflex leading to muscle
or tendon lacerations. In each trial, the disk was rotated 15
times. The data from the middle five rotations were recorded
for the test-retest reliability test of the ACMES applied on the
human subjects. Also, the motor pattern evidence was also
explored to identify possible differences between the normal
participants and the stroke patients.

All data were collected after the participants signed an
informed consent approved by the Institutional Review
Board at National Cheng Kung University Hospital, Taiwan
(A-ER-107-317, 2018/10/30). The study was registered at
http://www.clinicaltrials.gov (NCT04294407).

G. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The data set for the torque output was a waveform type that
changed over time. The adjusted coefficient from themultiple
determination method (CMD) [34] was thus chosen for the
purpose of analyzing the similarities among the waveforms.
The CMD or R2 value ranged from 0 to 1. If the R2 value
was close to 1.00, this indicated that the waveforms were
identical. For clinical research studies, coefficient values
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TABLE 1. The results of the validity test for the measured mechanical
torque and the transduction mechanical torque under different testing
conditions.

FIGURE 4. The data for the measured and transduction mechanical
torque of spring #3 from one round at medium speed in a clockwise
rotation. The solid line represents the measured torque (mT), and the
dotted line represents the transduction torque(tT). A torque value of 0
means the spring was stretched into its longest status, where, as the
degree was increased, the spring became shorter. At 180, the spring was
loosened into its shortest status. From 180, the spring was stretched
again until it reached 360, which represented its longest status.

between 0.75 and 0.9 and greater than 0.9 are considered
indications of good and excellent reliability or consistency,
respectively [33]. The CMD method is a method by which to
analyze the repeatability of waveform-type data, such as that
derived from upper body kinematic data and finger motion
analyses [35], [36]. The CMD method was used for the
purpose of examining the concurrent validity of the ACMES
and its reliability using both springs and human subjects.

III. RESULTS
A. CONCURRENT VALIDITY TEST OF THE ACMES
To calculate the validity of the ACMES, we picked up the data
from the five rounds in the middle of the total of 15 rounds
for each trial. The R2 values calculated by the CMD for the
concurrent validity test of the measured mechanical torque
and the transduction mechanical torque ranged from 0.96 to
0.99 (Table 1). A comparison of the transduction mechanical
torque and measured mechanical torque waveforms is shown
in Figure 4.

B. RELIABILITY TEST OF THE ACMES
To calculate the reliability of the ACMES, we also picked up
the transduction mechanical torque data from the five rounds
in the middle of the total of 15 rounds for each trial. The

TABLE 2. The reliability test results for the five rounds of data for
transduction mechanical torque in different trials.

FIGURE 5. The data for the transduction mechanical torque (tT) of spring
#1 from five rounds at medium speed with a clockwise rotation.

R2 values calculated using the CMD for the reliability test
of the transduction mechanical torque of these five rounds
were nearly 0.99 (Table 2). A comparison of these five suc-
cessive transduction mechanical torque waveforms is shown
in Figure 5.

C. HUMAN SUBJECT TEST
Human subjects include healthy participants and stroke
patients. The data collected from the 15 healthy subjects
and the two stroke patients were analyzed. The transduction
mechanical torque data from the five rounds in the middle of
each trial were also picked up from the healthy subjects to
examine the repeatability of the ACMES for the in vivo test.
The transduction mechanical torque data from the healthy
subjects and patients were plotted to compare the muscle
reactions under different speed conditions.

D. RELIABILITY OF ACMES IN HEALTHY SUBJECTS
The CMD method was used to calculate the test-retest relia-
bility in order to investigate the repeatability of the ACMES
on human subjects. The results showed that the R2 values
calculated by the CMD ranged from 0.83 to 0.85 (Table 3).

E. COMPARISON OF THE HEALTHY SUBJECTS AND
STROKE PATIENTS USING THE ACMES
The transduction mechanical torque data from the 15 healthy
subjects and the two stroke patients were recorded. The trans-
duction mechanical torque waveforms for the two groups are
shown in Figure 6. The results showed that the transduction
mechanical torque of the two patients was generally higher
than the torque values of the healthy subjects. A difference
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TABLE 3. The repeatability test results for the ACMES when measuring
healthy subjects.

FIGURE 6. The data for the transduction torque (tT) in normal subjects
and patients for a comparison of the muscle reaction at different speeds.
Figures 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c) are the data for patient A.
Figures 6(d), 6(e), and 6(f) are from the data for patient B. The gray area
is the data representing the mean value +/- one standard deviation of
the performance of normal subjects. Fig. 6(a) and 6(d) show that the tT
from the patients is generally higher than from the normal subjects in the
low speed mode. Also, Fig. 6(b) and 6(e) show that the tT from the
patients is generally higher than from the normal subjects in the medium
speed mode. In Fig. 6(c) and 6(f), it can be seen that spasticity in both
patients was induced in the high speed mode, but the tT values were not
generally higher or lower than was the case for the normal subjects.

between the data for the healthy subjects and patients was
clearly found when the x-axis was close to 90◦, which was
at the timepoint that the subject’s elbow angle was guided to
an approximate 180◦ extension. When observing the speed
effects during the test, a larger difference in the torque data
between healthy subjects and patients was found in the higher
speed mode.

IV. DISCUSSION
A. THE DEVELOPMENTAL BACKGROUND OF THE ACMES
AND ITS OPERATION
For clinicians, a proper assessment that can be used to quan-
tify muscle tone, especially abnormal muscle tone, is always
an important issue that must be done before applying suit-
able interventions. Although the quick-stretch technique is
an easy, common strategy by which clinicians can induce
abnormal muscle tone, and the MAS assessment is widely
used clinically as well, the inconsistency of the force applied
from the examiners and the subjective scoring are concerns
that should not be ignored [11], [13]–[16]. To solve the
problems related to the current muscle tone scoring system,
previous researchers have used EMG, torque, or force sen-
sors to quantify muscle tone [10], [12], [17]–[27]. However,

these methods established in previous studies have not been
practically used in clinical settings. The high cost of these
systems or the low added value of the machines may lower
the willingness of either medical device manufacturers or
hospitals to develop and purchase these systems. Owing to
these existing drawbacks, a novel Arm Circumference Motor
Evaluation System (ACMES) based on the indirect measure-
ment methods that is less costly than these other alternative
is proposed in this work. The continuous circular motions
provided by the ACMES may not only play a role as an
evaluation tool for recording abnormal muscle tone in the
upper limbs butmay also act similarly to a rehabilitation robot
in terms of passively allowing continuous elbow flexion and
extension to help reduce muscle spasticity through repetitive
joint motion exercises [37]–[39]. This has greatly increased
its added value.

In addition, in actual human motion, functional upper limb
motions require multiple joints working in a coordinated cou-
pling manner [40]. The ACMES potentially allows clinicians
to assess spasticity in a more functional way than is the case
when using the MAS or modified Tardieu scales.

B. VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY
The ACMESwas designed to acquire accurate measurements
of muscle tone with an upper arm circular motion that simu-
lates the quick-stretch technique via an indirect measurement
method rather than the use of a torque sensor. However,
it is crucial to determine the reliability and validity of any
newly established system. To ensure that the transduction
mechanical torque was valid, a concurrent validity test using
a conventional torque sensor as the gold standard was con-
ducted. A high CMD value (R2

= 0.99, represents excellent
consistency) in the validation analysis. In the present study,
the relationship between the data for transduction mechanical
torque and the measured torque indicated whether or not
the obtained transduction mechanical torque was precise.
A high CMD value (where R2

= 0.96-0.99 represents excel-
lent reliability) in the reliability tests, which represents high
repeatability among five successive rounds of the circular
motion, indicated that theACMES exhibited reliably repeated
outcomes under various speed and tension conditions.

Although the results of the ACMES repeatability test from
the healthy participants appeared to be lower (where R2

=

0.83-0.85 represents good reliability) than the results of the
reliability test using the springs, we believe that the result
was still acceptable for future clinical applications since
quantifying abnormal muscle tone from a patient exhibit-
ing spasticity is much more complex than when using a
mechanical spring. In particular, the rapid, high reverse force
applied by the patient when inducing spasticity may make
the device unstable or break some mechanical components
inside the device if the design or structure of the measure-
ment tool is improper. In our case, when a spasm driven
by the ACMES occurs during the test, the recoiled force
generated by the spasticity may lead to a limited range of
joint motion. Therefore, checking the relative position of the
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disk, the handgrip, and the upper limb of the patient and then
properly adjusting the testing posture is crucial not only for
obtaining correct measurements of muscle tone but also to
avoid placing the patient at risk during the test. To apply
the ACMES on the measurement of the muscle tone for the
stroke patients in this study, a senior occupational therapist
helped position the patients in the correct testing posture
prior to carry out the examination. The data for two patients
shown in Figure 6 indicates that the ACMES exhibited the
difference in the muscle tone pattern between the healthy
subjects and the stroke patients. The findings under the faster
speed mode of the ACMES showed obvious differences in
the muscle tone patterns between the patients and healthy
subjects especially near a 90◦ disk rotation from the initial
position (at the timepoint that the subject’s elbow angle was
guided to approximately a 180◦ extension), which is similar
to the results whenmanually performing the quick-stretch test
of the elbow flexor in current clinical practice.

C. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS STUDIES
From a design perspective, the measurement instruments
driven by a mechanical structure reported in previous
research [10], [23], [41] typically reveal that devices are
typically quite large or involve complex mechanisms related
to the device design and construction. The device proposed
in this study, however, simplified the driving method to only
a motor and a rotary disk. By eliminating the complexity of
the structure, the size of the device was decreased. However,
the circular motion driven by the device made the process of
converting the collected data into the traditional joint angle
unintuitive, so it is still necessary to collect more data to
establish a norm for further applications.

To quantitively measure muscle tone, many research
groups have used EMG, torque, or force sensors to record
spasticity data [10], [12], [17]–[27]. Although the results
were found to be valid, this approach has still not been
widely applied. This study was an attempt to develop a mus-
cle tone acquisition system that can be applied in clinical
practice and increase the added value. The force sensors
were replaced by a DC motor and a reducer, which were
originally embedded inside the machine to drive the disk.
Here, added value refers to robotic-type spasticity interven-
tion studies [37], [39], where the design of the ACMES
could provide a stable, repeated passive upper arm range of
motion exercise at different speeds. However, the efficacy of
stretching or continuous passive motion on inducing spastic-
ity remains unclear [42], [43].

The quick-stretch technique is a simple way to induce
spasticity. However, previous studies have suggested that
using this technique may lead to insufficient repeatability
and efficacy [11], [13]–[16]. The ACMES uses a robotic-
type design that can continuously produce steady motion and
speed that will allow simulation of the same quick-stretch
every time. Clinically, abnormal muscle tone will be found in
patients with many types of diagnoses, such as stroke, cere-
bral palsy, and traumatic brain injury, any of which seriously

affect motion performance. Treatment for spasticity is always
an important issue for these patients. Therefore, an efficient,
reliable method to quantify muscle tone is very important to
use for confirming intervention efficacy. The ACMES could
allow the examiner to easily test for abnormal muscle tone
and provides trustworthy results. Also, the design of the
continuous circular motion may provide a repeated-passive
motion to help with rehabilitation of these patients.

D. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES
Even though the current results showed a difference in the
spasticity performance between the stroke patients and the
healthy participants, variabilities in muscle tone among indi-
viduals cannot be ignored. The torque as measured through
a circular motion potentially may be affected by the size or
weight of themuscles of the tested limb. This studywas aimed
toward proving the design concept, constructing the device,
and testing its feasibility, so it was only applied to a relatively
small number of people in the current stage. It will be neces-
sary to collect more human data under different physical and
ergonomic considerations and then to establish a complete
norm dataset for the muscle tone of the upper limbs in the
future. In addition, the order of the speed modes in the human
tests in the present study was not randomized. Therefore,
the risk of selection bias in the human subject tests and the
effect of the possible decreases in hyper muscle tone in the
stroke patients should not be ignored. In addition to establish-
ing a normal database, different examination procedures for
muscle tone detection for different types of patients, such as
those with multiple sclerosis, spinal cord injuries, or cerebral
palsy, may also be required to be determined its use in further
clinical practice. Finally, although the ACMES provides to
assess the motor pattern more functionally by measuring the
mechanical torque driven by multiple-joint motions, some
might still be interested in comprehending abnormal muscle
tone ormotor pattern of an individual joint as a conventionally
clinical measure. The present design of the ACMES can only
provide driving motion with the entire upper limb of the
patients. Thus, the muscle spasticity of each individual joint,
such as wrist, elbow, and shoulder, may not be provided via
the ACMES with its current design. Developing a method
by which to measure the spasticity of individual joints by
performing its corresponding joint movement should also be
considered in future work.

V. CONCLUSION
Objectively and feasibly measuring abnormal muscle tone
in modern clinical settings is still a difficult and challeng-
ing task. Thus, in this study, the ACMES was developed,
and validity and reliability testing was performed to iden-
tify its feasibility as a measurement system for detecting
the mechanical torque acting on muscle tone. The findings
indicated high validity and reliability, and the differences
in muscle tone patterns could also be differentiated among
the healthy participants and stroke patients using the system.
Therefore, the ACMES can be applied in further research and
clinical applications related to spasticity.
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